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The goal of this paper is to offer and verify practically
applicable approach for complex quantitative
assessment of competitiveness of timber. It is the
main product providing more than 85% from the
revenues of state enterprises, which are created with
art. 163 from the Forest Act, for management of state
forest territories in Bulgaria.
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1. Definition of the Category ‘Competitiveness of Product Being
Offered’
For definition of timber competitiveness are used commodity and
pricing approaches. Based on this and in conformity with the
paper’s goal the product competitiveness is estimated by means of
two sub-indicators –quality and price of the main product –
timber. Relative criterion for product’s quality is the maximum
volume of realized timber from a given forestry unit. Of course in
assumption that on the local/regional market the supplied quantity
of timber is sufficient to satisfy the demanded one from the
respective tree species and category. Concerning the price of
timber in present paper is supported the thesis that the higher
price is equivalent to the higher competitiveness of the supplied
timber of course in assumption that the prices of the alternative
products remain unchanged.
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2. Approach for Quantitative Assessment of Timber
Competitiveness
The methods for assessing product competitiveness are diverse and can
be conditionally systematized in two groups – objective and heuristic.
The main disadvantages of most of them are lack of complexity in
assessment and inability to obtain summarization that is normalized
within certain limits. In present study these shortcomings are overcome
by linear arrangement in two-dimensional space.
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The sub-indicators for quantification of timber competitiveness
substantiated above are in different units for measurement (m3 and
BGN/m3). Their aggregation requires the quantity and the price to be
transformed from named to unnamed values. For this purpose the
following formula is applied:
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The linear ordering of TP in regard to indicator timber
competitiveness is done on the basis of point-pattern in twodimensional space and establishment of location of the respective
TP towards this point. On this basis are calculated twodimensional indicators (quantitative assessment) normalized
within boundaries from 0 to 1. For this purpose are used the
standardized values of sub-indicators presented above and the
coordinates of the pattern point in two-dimensional space are
determined.
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Assessment of Competitiveness of Broadleaf Firewood Realized from
Temporary Storage by Territorial Department (TP) of Southwest State
Enterprise (UZDP) in 2018
Table 1. Sub-indicators for assessment of competitiveness of deciduous
firewood realized from temporary storage in 2018 by TP of UZDP
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Table 2. Ranking of TP of UZDP by level of competitiveness of
deciduous firewood realized on temporary storage in 2018
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CONCLUSION
In present paper based on the commodity and pricing approaches the timber
competitiveness realized by TP of UZDP Blagoevgrad is measured on the basis of
two sub-indicators: quality and price of timber. Relative criterion for product’s
quality is the maximum volume of realized timber from a given forest range. Of
course in assumption that on the local/regional market the supplied quantity of
timber is sufficient to satisfy the demanded one from the respective tree species
and category. Concerning the price of timber in present paper is accepted the idea
that the higher price is equivalent to the higher competitiveness of the supplied
timber of course in assumption that the prices of the alternative products remain
unchanged. On these grounds the complex quantitative assessment of the timber
competitiveness normalized within certain boundaries from 0 to 1 is achieved
through transformation of both sub-indicators mentioned above into unnamed
values and linear arrangement in two-dimensional space in accordance with the
coordinates of pattern point. The adequacy of the proposed approach for product
competitiveness assessment is confirmed by the logic in the ranking of 41 TP of
UZDP Blagoevgrad by the level of competitiveness of broadleaf timber realized
from temporary storage in 2018.
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